We present results of a systematic investigation of the evolution of low-mass (0.35 M ⊙ , 0.40 M ⊙ and 0.65 M ⊙ ) helium donors in semidetached binaries with accretors -white dwarfs. In the initial models of evolutionary sequences abundance of helium in the center 0.1 < ∼ Y c ≤ 0.98. Results of computations may be applied to the study of the origin and evolutionary state of AM CVn stars. It is shown that the minimum orbital periods of the systems only weakly depend on the total mass of the system and evolutionary state of the donor at RLOF and are equal to 9-11 min. The scatter in the mass-exchange rates at given P orb in the range P orb,min < P orb ∼ 40 min. the timescale of mass-loss begins to exceed thermal time-scale of the donors, the latter begin to contract, they become more degenerate and, apparently, "white-dwarf" and "helium-star" populations of AM CVn stars merge.
Introduction
Non-degenerate helium stars in close binaries (CB) form in so-called "case B" of mass-exchange, when stars with mass M > ∼ (2.3 − 2.5) M ⊙ overflow their Roche lobes in the hydrogen-shell burning stage (Kippenhahn and Weigert, 1967; Paczyński, 1967b) . Masses of helium stars are 0.32 M ⊙ (Iben, 1990; Han et al., 2002 ).
For the current notions on stellar evolution, importance of low-mass helium stars is defined by the possibility of formation of pairs containing white dwarfs or neutron stars accompanied by helium stars in the course of evolution of CB. Orbital periods of such systems may be so short, that angular momentum loss (AML) via gravitational wave radiation (GWR) enables Roche-lobe overflow (RLOF) by helium star before helium exhaustion in the core of the latter and, under proper conditions, stable mass-transfer is possible (Savonije et al., 1986; Iben and Tutukov, 1987 ; see also Yungelson, 2005a and Postnov and Yungelson, 2006) .
Semidetached pairs of neutron stars with helium-star companions were not observed as yet, though, the first computation of the evolution of a CB with a non-degenerate helium donor was performed just for such a pair (Savonije et al. 1986 ). On the other hand, it is assumed that in the case when in a semidetached binary helium star is accompanied by a white dwarf, such a system may be observed as an ultra-short period cataclysmic variable of the AM CVn type (Savonije et al., 1986 ).
Other hypothetical scenarios for formation of AM CVn stars assume stable mass-exchange between white dwarfs (Paczyński, 1967a) or mass-loss by a remnant of low-mass ( 1.5 M ⊙ ) main-sequence star which overflowed its Roche lobe after exhaustion of a significant fraction of the hydrogen in its core (X c 0.4) or even immediately after formation of a low-mass (∼ 0.01 M ⊙ ) helium core (Tutukov et al., 1985; Podsiadlowski et al., 2003) 1 .
AM CVn stars are important for the physics in general, since it is expected that, thanks to their extremely short orbital periods, they, along to the close detached short-period white dwarf pairs, will be among the first objects which will be able to detect space-born gravitational wave antenna LISA (Evans et. al., 1987; . More, since the distance to some of the AM CVn stars is known with sufficient accuracy, they could be used as verification binaries for LISA (Stroeer and Vecchio, 2006) .
AM CVn stars, despite small number of identified and candidate objects (∼ 20, see the list with parameters of the systems and references at www.astro.ru.nl/˜nelemans/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=verification_binaries:am_cvn_stars),
are of great interest not only because they are potential sources of detectable gravitational waves, but also, for instance, because their formation involves evolution in common envelopes, their accretion disks may consist of helium or helium-carbon-oxygen mixture. AM CVn stars are potential progenitors of SN Ia (Tutukov and Yungelson, 1979 ; see also Solheim and Yungelson, 2005) , of still hypothetical SN .Ia (Bildsten et al., 2007) , and of other explosive phenomena associated with accumulation of helium at the surface of white dwarfs (see, e.g., Tutukov and Yungelson, 1981; Iben and Tutukov, 1991) . Note also, that it is expected that ∼ 100 most tight Galactic AM CVn stars might be observed both in gravitational waves and in the electromagnetic spectrum ).
It is still unclear which of the above-mentioned scenarios for formation of AM CVn stars acts in the Nature. All scenarios for formation of AM CVn stars imply that their progenitors pass through one or two common-envelope stages, but since clear understanding of the processes occurring in the latter is absent, the efficiency of common envelopes ejection remains a crucial parameter of scenarios that defines final separation of components and, hence, possibility of formation of a semidetached system. Also, conditions for stable mass transfer after RLOF by a white dwarf are not clear (see, Nelemans and Tout (2003) noticed that the chemistry of accretion disk in an AM CVn type star may serve as an identifier of its origin. If a helium white dwarf serves as the donor, the disk has to contain He and other H-burning products. In the case of helium-star donor, the disk, can, along to He, contain CNO-cycle and He-burning products. If the donor is an evolved main-sequence star, the disk may contain H and H-burning products. In the first case abundances depend on the mass of the white dwarf progenitor, while in other cases it depends also on how far was the star evolved prior to RLOF.
Evolution of CB with low-mass He-donors was computed by Savonije et. al. (1986) , Tutukov and Fedorova (1989) , Ergma and Fedorova (1990) . These papers were focused, mainly, on masstransfer rates, ranges of orbital periods, since results of computations were applied to X-ray systems and SN Ia progenitors. In the present paper we carry out a systematic investigation of the evolution of helium stars in semidetached binaries as a function of their mass, evolutionary state at RLOF, and the parameters of a binary that contains helium star. Special attention is paid to the chemical composition of the matter lost by helium stars. In the forthcoming study (Nelemans and Yungelson, in prep.) these results will be applied for the analysis of the origin of observed AM CVn stars. 4 He, 12 C, 14 N, 16 O, 20 Ne, 24 Mg are computed. The nuclear reactions network is given in Table 1 It was assumed that mass-exchange is conservative. Angular momentum loss via GWR was taken into account using standard Landau and Lifshitz (1971) formula
Here M He and M wd are the masses of components, a is their separation.
Mass loss rateṀ He is related toJ/J aṡ
where
The term in brackets is ∼ 1. destroy the dwarf, such a system may belong to progenitors of AM CVn stars, but not to the most "fertile" of them. As the second parameter of computations we considered initial orbital period of the system, i.e., the period of the system immediately after completion of the common envelope stage that resulted in formation of a helium star. The range of P orb,0 for every system was chosen in such a way that the set of computed models included both stars that filled their Roche lobe virtually unevolved and stars that had at the instant of RLOF radii close to the maximum of the radii of low-mass helium stars which are attained at Y c ≃ 0.1 (see Table. 1 and Fig. 1 ). The maximum period in the set of initial orbital periods for every computed M He + M wd pair is, in fact, the limiting initial period which still terminates after helium burning stage and they evolve directly into white dwarfs (Paczyński, 1971 ). 
Results

Evolution of helium stars
where time is in yr, masses in M ⊙ . During He-burning, the radii of helium stars increase by ∼ 30%
only. Therefore, the crucial factor which defines the range of the orbital periods of the precursors of However, for the analysis of the scenarios of formation and evolution of AM CVn stars which involves information on the elemental abundances in the donor-star this is not important, since the chemical composition of the stars in our case becomes "frozen" even before the minimum of P orb is reached, because of the drop of the temperature in the core and switch-off of nuclear burning (see below). Figure 2 shows dependence of the mass-loss rate by Roche-lobes filling helium stars on P orb .
The behavior of low-mass components of CB evolving under the influence of AML via GWR, like for "usual" hydrogen-rich cataclysmic variables, is defined by the relation between the timescale of stellar evolution τ ev , thermal timescale of the star τ KH and AML timescale τ GW (Faulkner, 1971; Paczyński, 1981; Savonije et al., 1986) . The relation between the timescales itself depends on the mass of the star, its evolutionary state at RLOF and total mass of the binary (see Fig. 3 ).
In the system (0.35+0.5) M ⊙ , P orb,0 =20 min. with initially virtually unevolved donor, τ KH > τ GW after the RLOF. Due to AML separation of components and Roche-lobe radius decrease. The star which is not in thermal equilibrium reacts to the mass loss by an increase of mass-loss rate. But since mass-transfer acts in opposite direction (moves components apart),Ṁ does not change significantly.
A considerable fraction of the energy generated by nuclear burning is absorbed in the envelope of the star, resulting in decrease of luminosity and further growth of τ KH . With decrease of the stellar mass the significance of nuclear burning is rapidly diminishing. convective core disappears, while a surface convective zone appears; during this stage τ KH ≫ τ GW . As P orb drops, τ GW continues to decrease, resulting in increase ofṀ. At certain instant the effect of mass-transfer starts to dominate, orbital period reaches the minimum, whileṀ -the maximum. With increase of P orb the timescale of AML increases, but since the star becomes more degenerate and has convective envelope, the power of M − R relation is negative and mass loss continues, butṀ rapidly drops.
If the donor is initially more massive and more evolved at the instant of RLOF, it retains thermal equilibrium for a longer time andṀ is initially completely defined by AML. But τ KH increases with decrease of M He , while τ GW decreases and, starting from a certain moment, evolution proceeds like in the lower-mass and less-evolved system described above. Evolution of characteristic timescales for the system (0.65+0.8) M ⊙ , P orb,0 =60 min. is similar to that described by Savonije et al. (1986) 
Mass-radius relation
All existing computations of the evolution of initially non-degenerate helium donors are discon- where P orb,0 and M He,0 are initial orbital period of the system and initial mass of the donor and M and R are in solar units, P orb -in min.
The time spent by a star in the certain range of orbital periods is proportional to P orb /Ṗ orb . In Note, however, that this discrepancy is not very significant if one takes into account all uncertainties involved in the modeling of the population of AM CVn stars.
Masses of donors in AM CVn stars
Relatively accurate masses of components are derived only for SDSS J0926+3624 with P orb =28. computed model of the sequence, P orb =4.3 min, M He =0.375 M ⊙ , degeneracy parameter of the center of the star is ψ ≈ 14. One may expect that further evolution will be qualitatively similar to the evolution of helium white dwarf-donors: contraction phase will be followed by expansion which will continue until mass will decrease to ≃ 0.01 M ⊙ and thermal timescale will become comparable to the mas-loss timescale and a stage of contraction to the fully degenerate configuration will ensue. The minimum P orb of the system will be several minutes. Note, that at difference to He white-dwarf donors which retain their original chemical composition during evolution, in the case of He-star descendant under consideration, the donor will become an oxygen-carbon white dwarf, with an admixture of neon (X O ≈ 0.27, X C ≈ 0.71, see Fig. 1 ).
Total mass of this system is 1.45M ⊙ . If unstable He-burning at the surface of white dwarf does not decrease its mass below Chandrasekhar limiting mass, such a system may be a SN Ia progenitor. Figures 8 -10 show the evolution of chemical composition of matter lost by stars upon RLOF.
Evolution of stellar chemical composition
As we mentioned before, in the stars with initial masses 0.35 and 0.40 M ⊙ nuclear burning termi- min., dashed lines -for P orb,0 =80 min., dash-dot lines -for P orb,0 =100 min., dotted line -for P orb,0 =120min., dash-dot-dot-dot line -for P orb,0 =140 and 144 min. For the system with P orb,0 =20 min. He-abundance virtually does not change. All abundances do not change any more at P orb 25 min.
nates soon after RLOF. Simultaneously, disappears the convective core. When P orb is still larger than P orb,min , abundances in the lost matter are virtually constant and correspond to the abundances in the matter that experienced hydrogen burning via CNO-cycle. In the period range from P orb,min to P orb ≈ (15 − 20) min. the convective core of initial model is uncovered. The donors in initially most wide systems are an exception, since they had large cores and chemical composition of the lost matter starts to change already before P orb,min . But this change happens over such a short time that it is highly unlikely to observe a star in this "transition" state. Thus, in the range of P orb that harbors almost all known AM CVn stars chemical composition of the matter accreted by white dwarf is defined by the extent of helium exhaustion at the instant of RLOF (compare Fig. 1 and Figs. 8 -10 ).
As we mentioned above, it is expected that the overwhelming majority of precursors of AM CVn stars in the "helium star" channel of formation were formed with P orb < 100 -120 min. Then, typical abundances in the transferred matter are Y > ∼ 0.4, 2 × 10
−2 . However, one cannot exclude that abundance of nitrogen is much lower or it is absent at all; diminished (or zero) X N has to correlate with relatively low Y and enhanced X C show abundances for the systems with P orb,0 =20, 40 and 60 min., dashed lines -for P orb,0 = 80 min., dash-dot lines -for P orb,0 =100 min., dashed line -for P orb,0 =120 min., dash-dot-dot-dot line -for P orb,0 =130 min.
and X O .
We did not plot in Figs. 8 -10 variations of the Ne abundance. It also changes rapidly by P orb,min and at P orb >20 min. neon abundance 2 × 10
Variation of X Ne is, evidently, too small to serve as identifier of the scenarios of AM CVn stars formation.
If the donor in an AM CVn type system was initially a white dwarf, there are no reasons to expect that abundances in the matter lost by it vary in the course of evolution. They must to correspond to the "standard" chemical composition of a stellar core that experienced hydrogen burning, with small variations due to the differences in the masses of precursors of white dwarfs. Similar abundances will have matter lost by He-stars that filled Roche lobes soon after TAMS. However, since initial Y ≈ 1, 
Conclusion
Above, we presented results of evolutionary computations for semidetached low-mass helium components in the systems with white dwarf accretors. Evolution was considered as conservative in mass, but accompanied by angular momentum loss via gravitational waves radiation. We may min, which may be adequately described by our models and which hosts a significant fraction of all observed AM CVn stars, the scatter ofṀ for a given P orb does not exceed a factor ∼ 2.5. Above-discussed scenario of evolution needs some caveats. Evolution of every considered system has two phases -prior and after period minimum. In the systems with M 2,0 ≈ (0.35 − 0. 40) and P orb,0 ≤ 120 min. which we consider as typical, in the first stage of mass-exchange 2.5 × 
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